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Dear Students,
You just finished your test week and
hopefully you did well and you can look
forward to your Summer holiday.
Same as last year we had various activities and trips. With our second year
students we went to England. Our third
year students visited our partner
schools in Spain and Germany.
Just last week we handed out the junior
TTO certificates to the third year students. It was a very festive event with
students, parents and other family
members. The mentor gave a short
summary of the highlights of year three
and of course some wise advice for next
year.
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We want to thank all our students you
were a delight to teach.
For now, enjoy your holiday, and we
hope to see you all at 27th of August.
Mrs Doek
Mrs Huizenga
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HOW DANGEROUS IS BRAINWASHING?
The concept that the human mind can be altered
or controlled by certain
psychological techniques.
Brainwashing is often called
one of the most dangerous
processes performed by
humans and executed on
other humans, but how dangerous is this mind control?
Could this so-called
“brainwashing” really change
the will of even the strongest
people out here?
The concept of brainwashing
was developed in the 1950s
in order to explain what the
Chinese government was
doing with their inhabitants,
so that they would cooperate
with their ideas. Psychological techniques are used for
brainwashing to control
one’s mind. This mind control can reduce someone’s
ability to think critically or
independently, to allow the
introduction of new, unwanted thoughts and ideas into
someone’s mind, as well as
to change his or her attitudes, values, and beliefs.
However, brainwashing has
never stopped and has only
developed itself further and
further. For example, Richard Helms, the former director of Central Intelligence of
the United States, told journalist David Frost 25 years
later the following: “There
was deep concern over the
issue of brainwashing. We
felt that it was our responsibility not to lag behind the
Russians or the Chinese in
this field, and the only way
to find out what the risks
were was to test things such
as L.S.D. and other drugs
that could be used to control
human behaviour. These
experiments went on for
many years.”
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‘’When it reaches this
point in time, the government could for this reason
control the population anytime they wish by using
their brainwash techniques.’’
-------------------------------------

fear for the government will
be created and people will
try to avoid any problems
with their rulers. This consequent way of controlling
someone’s mind could
therefore also lead to the
eternal change of
someone’s mind.
Therefore these steps the
government of North Korea
is taking might give the government the power to brainwash the whole population.
Because, after a while the
people of North Korea and
especially their offspring will
not remember what it was
like to have a 100 percent
free will and they will think
In The United States brain- that what the government is
washing had luckily never
doing is the only correct way
been practiced on the inhab- of behaving. It will be hard
itants and never went further for them to recognise other
than experimenting with
ways of behaving and other
drugs on a small scale.
governmental systems as
However, in countries with
more fair, when they have
an oppressive regime the
never got into contact with
notion of brainwashing has other ways of living and culactually been applied. Such tures differing from their
as the Environment Control own. When it reaches this
in North Korea, where the
point in time, the governgovernment limits all forms
ment could for this reason
of communication outside
control the population anythe country, especially com- time they wish by using their
munication through social
brainwash techniques.
media. At first sight, this
does not sound that life‘’He was also forced to
changing, but by doing this, make false confessions
the government makes sure which include implicating
that the population will only and denouncing others.’’
see and follow what they
-------------------------------------want their inhabitants to be- However, many scientists
lieve. If children grow up
are convinced that it could
with only one idea of what is never get this far. The efright and what is wrong, they fects of using the same
will probably hold on to this brainwash techniques on
and not question their lead- many different people will
ers that quickly. Especially
therefore vary per person.
when the government imme- Intense effort and complete
diately cracks down on peo- control over the victim are
ple who are trying to revolt. required, and must be exerBy doing this a feeling of
cised over a period of years.

Consequently, many of the
brainwashing efforts made
during for example, the Korean War were ineffective,
with the prisoners of the
country either resisting
change or merely becoming
confused instead of indoctrinated. In addition, certain
attitudes on the part of prisoners proved particularly
resistant to change. Due to
these limitations, many psychologists believe it would
be impossible to brainwash
large populations, even with
the use of mass media.
The book ‘’1984’’ written by
George Orwell is a great
example to show what can
happen if the government
does in fact gain absolute
power over not only the population itself but when the
government also has succeeded in controlling everyone’s mind. The main character of the story was already living in an oppressed
society, but he still had the
power to resist the daily rituals, in which the government
tried to manipulate the population, however when the
government got wind of this,
they started using heavier
brainwashing techniques on
him. The protagonist was
subjected to isolation, humiliation, physical deprivation
and violence and constant
threats of further violence.
He was also forced to make
false confessions which include implicating and denouncing others. By doing
this they actually succeeded
in completely changing the
will of the most rebellious
person of the society.
Ymke Vreeburg

DOWN UNDER
Some months ago I got to
fulfil a long-time dream, I
travelled down to NewZealand by myself to
complete my international
internship. Staying with
my family I had the most
wonderful time kayaking
on smooth blue seas and
shooting interviews at the
biggest festival in NewZealand.
To be perfectly honest,
flying halfway around the
world all by your yourself
is, at first, pretty damn
terrifying. Getting suspicious looks from every
single security officer, all
wondering why a barely
overage teen is trotting
around their airport. Luckily, dirty looks was all I
got, no other trouble presented itself on the way
there and back.
After finally landing at
Auckland international
airport after a 35+ hour
journey, I met up with my
aunt and nieces, exchanging stories and
memories the entire way
home. It turned out that
the very next day we
were headed up to the
bay of islands, a tropical
paradise hidden in a corner of the world. after a
full day of driving we arrived at the historical
town of Russel, from
which it was only a ten
minute drive to the location of the most breathtaking sunset I had ever
seen, which also happened to be where we
would stay that week.

from your kayak and a
pod of dolphins following
right after is an experience that I won’t forget
anytime soon.
After having spend my
first of three weeks in the
best way I could imagine I
had some time to explore
Auckland and it’s surroundings. Hopping from
one tourist attraction to
another and buying every
souvenir that came into
my sight. This was also
the week that I took some
proper family time, celebrating Christmas together and taking my nieces
all kinds of places. And
had I known what awaited
me at my internship I
would have caught a couple extra hours of sleep.
The morning after new
year’s eve I got up at half
past six too get all
dressed up and ready for
work. I was to be the intern at Mediaworks, the
main news broadcasting
station in New-Zealand.
Looking all fancy and
feeling good I got in the
We spent an entire week car with my uncle to start
kayaking, exploring Maori my short career in the
culture and sunbathing. I media business. I ended
had never seen so much up having the most hectic
wildlife in one place, see- days of my life, hectic but
ing penguins come up
also exhilarating. I got to
from a dive a mere meter roll with the two man

though the days were
long and the work was
tiring I had the time of my
life, I never experienced
anything close to boredom when I was working,
which almost never happened back home.
There were some unexpected benefits that came
with being the foreign
intern. I was shown
around the entire office
and even got to sit in the
newsreader’s chair and
look on from the studio
news crews, a camera
whilst he presented the 8
operator and a reporter.
o’clock bulletin. But most
In other words, I got to
of the time I spend at the
hop in the cars that went office I spend keeping
out to the most interesting track of the latest news
things happening in the
feeds, social media and
area.
of course also getting
My final day was by far
coffee for almost everythe best too. There was a one.
big story surrounding a
suspicious death on a
secluded Maori tribe run
island. after having spent
half a day driving down
south HQ called to let us
know we were to divert
down to the Bay dreams
festival to make a last
minute report since the
island story probably
wasn’t going to work out
anyhow. Let me tell you,
shooting a five minute
Looking back I have
piece in half an hour at
some very fond memories
the busiest festival in the and so many new and
country is stressful busi- useful experiences that I
ness.
took away from the entire
journey. From start to
Yet it got done nonethe- finish it was new, exhilaless and we were allowed rating and unforgettable. I
to take a plane back to
am glad and thankful that
Auckland. Sitting in the
I got the chance that I did.
cab from the airport we
Were I given the chance I
were hit with the last plot would take the first plane
twist for the day, the sus- back down under.
picious death had now
been listed as a murder, Joost Recourt
and wee could have been
first at the scene. That is
how my 13 hour workday
concluded. Yet even
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ONE OF MY GREATEST EXPERIENCES
An international internship in Singapore; one of the most astonishing
experiences in my life! It all started
when my sister was going to study
abroad for 6 months in Singapore.
This gave me the idea to go to Singapore to visit her and this also
gave me the great opportunity to do
my international internship there as
well.

ties to healthy locally produced
some boxes with the mint to make
food, which I think is a great aspira- them ready for sale, I also had to fill
tion!
other boxes with basil so it could be
sold as well, and I had to fill up 300
Not only was the location amazing, bottles using plant nutrition. These
the people working there were also bottles were used the next day,
really kind. During those 5 days I
when 25 groups of 6 disabled chilmainly worked with 2 older woman, dren would come to Comcrop to
who everyone called “the aunties”, learn how to plant pak choy using
since everyone respected them so the nutrition. It was the first time
much. One of the aunties couldn’t
Comcrop organized such a day for
speak English that well, but the oth- disabled children and I had to help
er aunty did speak English. Never- the children plant the seeds cortheless, they both were very sweet rectly, which was great to do, since
and helped me with a lot of the
you could really see the fun those
tasks I had to do. Moreover, I met a children had when they learnt how
lot of other people as well. Everyto grow their own plant!
day different people would help out
on the farm and they would all tell
me a lot about their life’s in Singapore, which was great to hear more
about! Furthermore, the two bosses
of Comcrop, Darren and Samantha,
took me out with their friends to
Hawker Centre’s for lunch every
day; which was fun, since they
were all really open and kind to me,
a lot of them even offered to give
me a tour through Singapore.

All the plants would grow in these
tube constructions

At first, I could have never believed
I would actually go to Singapore for
my internship, since it’s quite far
away from home and it wasn’t that
easy to find a company that took
interns for only 5 days. Luckily, I
was able to find one; this company
is called Comcrop and is an urban
farm which mostly grows basil and
mint. The unique thing about this
urban farm is that it’s located on a
rooftop on the sixth floor in the middle of the busiest shopping street of
Singapore. Moreover, the aim of
Comcrop is to build a sustainable
business by connecting communi-
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After we transplanted the plants, we
had to put them in the tubes

We had to transplant the mint and
basil into these cups

The tasks I had to do during those
5 days were different every day. I
had to transplant plants to bigger
pots, I planted a lot of seeds, I cut
multiple mint plants and filled up

All in all, this international internship was an unforgettable experience which I’m glad to have had
the chance to experience! It was
even better than I had expected it
to be and everyone working there
was really kind. I learnt a lot while I
was there and I’m really glad that I
choose to do my internship in Singapore!

Calle Angenent

MY FAVOURITE SUBJECT 1EGA2
My favourite subject is PE
(physical Education), because I
like to sport and the things we do
are really nice. The teacher is also
a lot of fun. I expected this, because I really liked PE on my primary school, but these lessons
are much nicer. On my primary
school they were always so
scared that something would go
wrong, now that is better.
Sophie

My favourite subject is maths, because it’s really clear and our
teacher is very nice and she explains very well. I expected this,
because my sister also had her as
a teacher and I also like arithmetic
at primary school.
Brecht
My favourite subjects are PE and
English, because for English we
have a really nice teacher, who is
also my tutor. And PE because we
do a lot of things outside which I
didn’t expect, like playing tennis
on a real court. I didn’t expect this,
because I thought most PE lesson
were inside.
Jolien

My favourite subject is maths, because I like the teacher and the
exercises and how to solve the
puzzles. I did not expect this, because I hated maths on my primary school.
Lucas
My favourite subject is maths and
PE, PE because you have to sit
still all day, maths because I’m
pretty good at it. I expected this
because I already did this in primary school sometimes.
Max
My favourite subject is maths, because I’m really good at it and you
could have finished your homework in class, so you won’t have
any homework. I expected this
because on primary school I was
good at it, so I already knew it was
easy and it is.
Dagmar

My favourite subjects are PE,
drawing and biology, because…
PE is really fun, we (almost J) always do something fun. I like
drawing because I like to draw
and mr. Wierda is really nice (to
me). And I like biology, because
mr. Ponjee is really funny and
nice. I expected this, because my
sister’s friend was on Mendelcollege last year
and he had
these teachers
(and subjects)
and liked them
too.
Tycho

My favourite subject is maths, because the lessons are very clear,
you can win prices and we’re doing fun exercises with mrs. Newman. I didn’t expect this, because
many people say that maths is
boring.
Nienke
My favourite subject is mathematics, because mrs. Newman is very
sweet and funny and I like all
things we do extra. I expected this
because mathematics was my
favourite subject on my primary
school too.
Maren
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ENGLISH SPORTS DAY
Just before the holiday we had an English sports
day. At this day we learned about the typical English
sports cricket and rugby. First, we left school by bike
and went to the cricket field in Bloemendaal. We
learnt lots of things about cricket like the rules and
the catching of the ball. It was not really difficult, but
sometimes when the ball hits you it was quite tough.
In the end, we played something that seems like a
cricket game and it was very funny.

I think the whole sports day was a lot of fun. Everybody joined and we laughed all day. I liked cricket
the most because in this game there are a lot of
rules and I like the combination of holding the bat
and catching and I enjoyed it a lot!

Sem Meijer

After cricket, we moved to the rugby field in Bloemendaal. There was our gym teacher, mister Wassenberg and he gave us some tips and learnt us the
rules of playing rugby. We made some tackles and
throw a lot of rugby balls.

Rugby

So in the morning we went to school on our
bikes. We went to the Rugby sports field. We
had to get dressed in old clothes because we
would get messy. Then we started our first exercise that was passing the ball in a fun way. Then
we did more passing exercises and more…..
Until we got to tackle each other and after that
we did a game. Then we could change and have
a lunch break. We got on our bikes and went to
cricket.

Cricket

We changed to white clothes because that is the
traditional clothing for cricket. Then we were received by our trainers. We were split in 3 groups
and got to work on our skills. The first class we
had was hitting the ball, the second lesson we
got to catch the ball, and in the third we got to
throw a ball on the correct way. And then we got
to play a game. Our day ended there and we
cycled back home.
David Mulder and Miguel Spoorenberg
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SHAKESPEARE PROJECT
First we began with al sorts of exercises. Because of
all the exercises we learned a lot about Shakespeare: his language, his way of writing a play and
his life. We also learned how to make a poem. It was
very fun to make because we did it in a group and
together we came up with all kinds of stories. The
next day we had to make a comic of our poem. I
thought it was very fun because you could think of a
way to make the story/poem even more exciting! After we did that we met two people from England.
They came specially to teach us to act like Shakespeare. We did a lot of practicing games. Later we
were divided into two groups and each group was
going to do a performance. Everyone got a role and
a line to say. Later in the evening we had to show
the act to our parents and other people.
I liked it a lot. The English people helped us very
much and both days were very fun and nice!
Eline van Wooning

The Shakespeare project was a really fun experience for
me i loved it. It was so great because we got to do it with
actual English actors. The first thing we did on the first
day was research about his life. We made a news article
about Romeo & Juliet and a poster about his life. We
also made and listened to sonnets. The second day we
were taught by the actors. We practiced the play we had
to perform on stage and we got some nice tips. The
plays we had to do were : the Glass dome, Shakespeare’s life and tragedies.
Lieve Adams
At the TTO you do a lot of other things then lessons, we have more outings then other classes.
So was the Shakespeare Theatre one.
It was really fun and when i say we had really
much fun, we had fun. I mean i have stage fright
so i am really scared of standing on stage. But i
was with my class also known as my friends and
that makes everything okay. The text was nice but
when change did a bit :)
Real English actors gave us instructions so it was
almost perfect! I had a lot of fun on that day, and
we needed to go to school at the 2rd our, so 9:10.
In the leftover time at the day we practiced and in
the evening we performed it!
Carmen vd Meer
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UMA THURMAN CRUSHED BY CAR CRASH
Rationale
My written task relates to the recent discussion on men abusing
their power within the film industry
and every article expressing an
opinion on it for "Language and
Mass Communication" My written
task is an opinion column in which
I explain the situation around Uma
Thurman and the scandals around
Quentin Tarantino and Harvey
Weinstein. In this task, I aimed to
express my point of view on the
Uma Thurman scandal whilst trying to stick to the conventions of
an opinion column that would appear on the New York Times website in the sense of language, stylistic devices and lay-out. I chose
to do an opinion column because
by doing this I am able to explain
how a scandal like this is seen by
a woman (by expressing my point
of view) but also explain something that is very relevant in today’s society.
The content of the article is based
on both interviews with Thurman
and articles on the
#MeToo discussion. I tried using a
lot of bold statements made by the
actress to get the message I
wanted to give to come across
better.
I included many introductory paragraphs before I got to the point
and what my exact opinion is on
the subject. I used very short paragraphs, often making a new
point to continue with the article
just the opinion columns on the
actual New York Times website. I
decided to first of all tell the complete story behind the scandal of
Uma Thurman's cover-up car
crash whilst filming "Kill Bill". With
that I wanted to share something
that has been in the news a lot but
also to create an image of how
men in power can abuse that power before expressing how I personally feel about the subject.
Joyce van Kan
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Uma Thurman as she arrives on May 23, 2017 for the '70th Anniversary' ceremony of the Cannes Film Festival. Vallery Hache/Getty Images.

In October last year Hollywood actress Uma
Thurman was asked to comment on the scandals around the power-abuse of several Hollywood directors and producers, due to her auteur-muse relationships with Quentin Tarantino
and Harvey Weinstein in the 90's, them being
two of the producers whom are under attack.
Thurman refused to respond to these allegations. Carefully choosing her words, she responded to the request, "I don't have a tidy
soundbite for you, because I've learned — I am
not a child — and I have learned that when
I'vespoken in anger I usually regret the way I
express myself. So I've been waiting to feel less
angry. And when I'm ready, I'll say what I have
to say."
The actress starred in several blockbuster films
that were produced by Weinstein, who has
been accused by more than 60 women in de
past decades of sexual misconduct. The successes of these films, such as 'Pulp fiction', is
what made Tarantino and Weinstein big names.
Their power in the film industry is what allegedly
caused their abusive behaviour.
Weinstein has continuously denied that any of
the allegations against him are true. Thurman
already admitted of being assaulted years ago
by Weinstein. He does in fact acknowledges the
story told, but he simply calls it a flirtatious exchange rather than an attempted assault and
thinks the actress misinterpreted his intentions
and that her claims are untrue.

Thurman remained silent for a while. On the
fifth of February she posted a clip on Instagram
of a car crash during the production of "Kill Bill".
The clip showed Thurman driving in a wobbly
car on an unsafe, sandy road and crashing after
having to make turn at 40 mph.

The very actual #MeToo discussions appearing
on social media personally think aren't only
about the fact that women are sexually abused
by men in power. It is also about the fact that
we as women are not allowed to be angry about
the fact that we are, in fact, inferior.

The crash gave her a concussion and damaged Examples like the story Uma Thurman bravely
her knees, but it could have caused worse inju- shared with the world, show that women are
ries. The injuries still bother her today.
powerless to stand up for themselves in certain
situations.
Thurman's timing couldn't have been better to
share this piece of information. By posting it on After almost 242 years of male presidents in the
Instagram, she targeted a large amount of peo- United States of America even a Donald Trump
ple to share her story with. The description un- is elected over a woman. The decisions are
der the photo is clear message and describes
made by white monopolistic men, but they deher position in a way that you immediately feel
cide on things like whether to forcibly use the
compassion towards Thurman.
woman body as incubators yes or no.
Tarantino allegedly forced Thurman to act out
the scene after she refused to get in the car,
after she had been warned that there were issues with it. He talked her into it by assuring her
that the road was safe.

Decisions are made by men in authority, just
like the fact that Thurman was as
good
as forced to drive a dangerous, sandy road in
Mexico at high speed by the men who made her
a success but also the other way around.

She was not allowed to have access to the footage by Miramax studios unless she signed an
agreement that would be "releasing them of any
consequences of my future pain and suffering,"
which she did not agree to sign.

The film industry seems to have become corrupt after all the women that have come forward
in the past year with allegations towards many
directors and producers that abused their influence to please their sexual needs and desires.

Tarantino deeply regrets talking Thurman into
doing the stunt instead of letting the actual stunt
coordinators manage the stunt. He calls it "one
of the biggest regrets of his life". If it weren't for
the guilt he carried, the actress might have never been able to get her hands of the footage.

Unfortunately, not only the film industry seems
to be corrupt. Politics and big companies seem
to refuse women to have the ability to climb up.
This meaning that women can't get out of this
vicious circle of being controlled or told to simply shut up.

Even though the incident had a massive impact The #MeToo discussion is one that will probably
on the relationship between Thurman and Tar- not end soon. I think that is quite rightly so.
antino, she carefully stated on her Instagram
that she is "proud of him for doing the right thing Joyce van Kan
and for his courage" of doing so.
For the cover-up after the accident, she blames
Lawrence Bender, E. Bennett Walsh and "the
notorious" Harvey Weinstein, according to her
Instagram post on the fifth of February. "They
lied, destroyed evidence, and (they) continued
to lie about the permanent harm they caused
and then chose to suppress. The cover up did
have malicious intent, and shame on these
three for all eternity" she wrote bitterly.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
04-07 Graduation 6 V-TTO
12-07 Start Summer Holiday
26-08 Hip hip hooray, school starts again
18-09 Outdoor Camp 3 H-TTO
23-09 Exchange 3 V-TTO Hannover
26-09 European Day of Languages
05-10 Teacher’s Day
07-10 IB Oral Exams 6 V-TTO
13-14 Rome 6 V-TTO
14-10 Eastbourne 2 V-TTO
14-10 Kingston upon Thames 2 H-TTO
© J. Heijmans 2019

14-10 Exchange 3 H-TTO Spain
14-10 Paris 6 V-TTO
14.10 London 6 V-TTO
30-11 CAE Speaking 4 V-TTO (or 02-12)
04-12 CAE Writing and Listening 4 V-TTO
13-12 Purple Friday

